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FEATURED THIS MONTH:

Going the Distance
for Squirrels

While I was trying to stalk close enough for shots at squirrels,
my friend, Jerry, was taking them with his .17 HMR at twice the
distance I of shooting accurately with my

/ n_l oming back to the cabin after dark, I saw my buddy
A \j~~i Jerry rocking on the porch."What's the matter, couldn't
VLx find any squirrels?"! asked.
He grinned."No, I got my limit early, cleaned them and made

some Brunswick stew in the Dutch oven. It's simmering on the
coals now."

Over a bowl of hot stew washed down with thick, dark chicory
coffee, I pondered his success.

It was mid-January and with the leaves off the trees, the shots
had become much longer and tougher. My Marlin 39M 22LR
that I had hunted with for over forty years was just not up to
the 60 to 100 yard shots that had presented themselves to Jerry
most of the day.

Jerry had hunted with a new .17 HMR (Hornady Magnum
Rimfire) rifle and 3-9x40 scope combo that he had bought just
for days like this. While I was trying to stalk close enough for
shots at squirrels, Jerry was taking them at twice the distance I
was capable of shooting accurately with my 22LR.

How the .17 HMR Developed
I knew of the .17 HMR cartridge but did not really know much

about the hot little round. Jerry's success on long-distance
squirrels certainly piqued my interest. After doing some research,
I learned the .17 HMR is based on the .22 magnum case necked
down to .17 caliber.

The pointed tip and boat-tail of the .17 HMR gives the rifleman
a much improved bullet design over the rounder .22 LR or

.22 magnum bullet. Not only does the cartridge have a lot of
eye appeal, it backs up its good looks with great performance.
Definitely a hottie compared to the .22 magnum, the Hornady
17 grain V-Max bullet leaves the muzzle at 2,550 feet per second.
That's over 300 feet per second faster than the .22 magnum,
giving you a flatter trajectory for the longer shots. With this kind

Always brace yourself for longer shots.
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The .17HMR/Mor!in combo gives great accuracy.

of performance, the hunter needs to concentrate on head shots
to have more meat for the table. Also, the.17 HMR has less recoil
than a pellet gun and is quieter than a .22 magnum.

The first rifles and ammunition came on the market in
2002, and the .17 HMR quickly became a hit. While the
ammunition was more expensive than the .22 LR due to the
high performance bullets, it was still much less than center-fire
ammunition. Also, the availability of modestly priced rifles from
Marlin and Ruger helped the .17 HMR gain a solid foothold in
the competitive marketplace.

Choosing a Rifle
After comparing a number of .17 HMR rifles from several

makers, I settled on a Marlin 617V with a bull barrel and wood
stock.The bull barrel would add a little more weight to carry
through the woods but would give me a steadier hold when I
took a shot.

For a scope, I chose a Tasco 3-9x40 that I had bought for
another gun but never used. I was filled with anticipation as I
mounted the scope. Once the last screws were tightened on the
rings, I headed to the range to sight my new rifle.

Sighting in the .17 HMR: Amazing Accuracy
After much deliberation, I decided to sight-in my rifle to be

"dead on"at 100 yards. Slipping the first round into the chamber,
I closed the bolt, eased the safety off and squeezed off the first
round at the 25-yard target.The first shot was fairly close to my
aiming point, so I fired two more shots and made necessary
adjustments to my scope. I left the 25-yard target with the rifle
shooting one inch high. Settling in on the 50-yard target, I fired
several rounds and made scope adjustments until I got a pretty
tight group, one-and-a-half inches high.

Pleased with how the rifle was shooting, I moved to the 100-
yard target.Taking my time shooting and fine-tuning the scope, I

The .17HMR bob like a miniature
centetfire round next to the .22LR.

was soon "dead on" at 100 yards. Firing five shot groups, all three
groups were under one inch at 100 yards with the best one a
tight 5/8 inch. Clearly, this was accuracy good enough for long-
distance squirrel hunting. Proceeding to the 125-yard target, the
rifle grouped one inch low, and at 125 yards it was two-and-a-
half inches low.

More Squirrels in the Pot
The.17 HMR lived up to my expectations of a fast and accurate

long-distance squirrel rifle. My Marlin 39M would still be my "go
to" rifle for squirrels until the leaves were off the trees.Then the
.17 HMR would take over for the shots I would never attempt
with the .22LR.The 17 grain spitzer bullet and much higher
velocity would give me the edge I need for more squirrels for the
pot.

SHOTGUN CHOKE TUBES

Get your limit!
Don't be limited by your shotgun and/or choke tube-

Get your limit with Colonial Arms choke tubes
With bird season upon us, it is a time for fun, excitement and of course limits. With
Coionial Arms choke tubes, you can have all! Colonial Arms offers a wide variety of
choke tubes for the hunting enthusiast. Among the most popular are the 2"
extended ported style in Cylinder to Full constrictions and the 3/8" extended
Sporting/Field style in Cylinder to Full constrictions.

Along with these, Colonial Arms offers many more choke tubes
& styles for most major shotgun manufacturers in 10,12,16,20,28
and 410 gauges.

Call today or visit online at www.colonialarms.com & be
ready for the season-whichever season you enjoy.

"What's in your barrel?"
Catalogs available on request.

Please call 800-949-8088 or visit www.colonialarms.com.
Tel: 800-949-8088,251-580-5000 • Fax: 251 -580-5006

Email: colonialarms@bellsouth.net
1504 Hwy 31 S. • PO Box 250 • Bay Minette, AL 36507
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